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Ensuring the relationship 
between national and 

international law by the 
Constitutional Council

In recent years, almost in all countries of the CIS and Baltic bodies of 
constitutional control are institutionalized. These bodies are increasingly 
spreading their activities in the sphere of international law. Enhancing the 
role of the body of constitutional control in the implementation of the 
norms of international law is a relatively new phenomenon and very com
plex. In fact the body of constitutional control plays an important role in 
the development of legislation, and strengthening of cooperation between 
national and international legal systems. The Constitution, clearly prescrib
ing issues of the Constitutional Council of the Republic of Kazakhstan, 
establishes the validity and the legal consequences of its final decisions. 
The resolution of issues, relating to the establishment and ensuring the 
relationship and the constitutional balance between national and interna
tional law, is included the sphere of the Constitutional Council. 
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Ұлт тық жә не ха лы қа ра лық  
құ қық тар дың Конс ти ту циялық 

Ке ңес ая сын да қам та ма сыз 
еті луі

Соң ғы уа кыт та бар лық ТМД жә не Бал тық ел де рі конс ти ту циялық 
ба қы лау ор ган да ры инс ти ту ционал дан ған. Ха лы қа ра лық құ қық са ла
сын да бұл ор ган дар өз қыз мет те рін бел сен ді түр де та ра ту да. Ха лы қ  
а ра лық құ қық нор ма ла рын іс ке асы ру да конс ти ту циялық ба қы лау ор
га ны ның рө лін жо ғар лауы – са лыс тыр ма лы жа ңа жә не өте күр де лі 
құ бы лыс. Конс ти ту циялық ба қы лау ор га ны Рес пуб ли ка заң на ма ла рын 
да мы ту да ма ңыз ды рөл ат қа ра ды, сон дайақ, Ұлт тық жә не ха лы қа ра
лық құ қық ара сын да ғы өза ра әре кет тер ді ны ғайтуда – ол ай қын дал
ған факт бо лып ке ле ді. Конс ти ту ция, Қа зақ стан Рес пуб ли ка сы Конс
ти ту циялық Ке ңе сі нің қыз ме тін анық ай қын дап, оның қо ры тын ды 
ше шім де рі нің құ қық тық сал да рын жә не за ңи кү шін бе кі те ді. Конс
ти ту циялық Ке ңес тің қыз ме ті нің ая сын да ұлт тық жә не ха лы қа ра лық 
құ қық ара сын да ғы конс ти ту циялық те петең дік ті жә не бай ла ныс ты 
қам та ма сыз ету ге қа тыс ты мә се ле лер ді ше шу кі ре ді.

Тү йін  сөз дер: Конс ти ту ция, Конс ти ту циялық Ке ңе сі, ха лы қа ра
лық құ қық, ұлт тық құ қық.

Елик бай М.А.,  
Ша пам баева А.Н.

Обес пе че ние  
Конс ти ту ци он ным Со ве том 

взаи мос вя зи на циональ но го и 
меж ду на род но го пра ва

За пос лед нее вре мя все ор га ны ин ду ст риали зо ва ны поч ти во всех 
ст ра нах СНГ и Бал тии. Дан ные ор га ны конс ти ту ци он но го конт ро ля с 
боль шой ак тив ностью расп рост ра няют свою дея тель ность на сфе ру 
меж ду на род но го пра ва. По вы ше ние ро ли это го ор га на в реали за ции 
норм меж ду на род но го пра ва – это яв ле ние срав ни тель но но вое и, 
ко неч но же, весь ма слож ное. Оче ви ден тот факт, что ор ган конс ти
ту ци он но го конт ро ля иг рает не ма ло важ ную роль в раз ви тии за ко но
да тель ст ва Рес пуб ли ки Ка за хс тан, а так же в ук реп ле нии взаимо дей
ст вия меж ду на циональ ной и меж ду на род ной пра во вы ми сис те ма ми. 
Конс ти ту ция, ко то рая чет ко про пи сы вает все воп ро сы дея тель ности 
Конс ти ту ци он но го Со ве та Рес пуб ли ки, устанав ли вает юри ди чес кую 
си лу и пра во вые пос ледс твия его ито го вых ре ше ний. В сфе ру дея
тель ности Конс ти ту ци он но го Со ве та вхо дит раз ре ше ние воп ро сов, 
ко то рые ка сают ся установ ле ния и обес пе че ния взаи мос вя зи, а так же 
конс ти ту ци он но го ба лан са меж ду на циональ ным и меж ду на род ным 
пра вом.

Клю че вые сло ва: Конс ти ту ция, Конс ти ту ци он ный Со вет, меж ду
на род ное пра во, на циональ ное пра во.
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Analysis of the legislation and practices of state bodies of the 
Republic of Kazakhstan gives grounds to say that the country is im-
proving domestic mechanisms ratio standards of international law 
and national legislation. In considering the relation of the Constitu-
tion and international treaties, Doctor of Law, Professor A.K. Kotov 
points out that international law, embodying the trends of integra-
tion and universalization of the globalizing world, and the applicable 
national law, which embodies the political, economic and cultural 
autonomy and self-determination of the peoples of the world are 
inextricably linked. The author emphasizes due to the constitution 
it may exist the interaction between the national legal system and 
modern international law. The transmission function of the Consti-
tution stems from the nature of its rule throughout the independent 
country and mandatory compliance with the elements of the current 
national law constitutional norms [1].

According to O.N. Safonov, the impact of international law 
on the right of the Republic of Kazakhstan is expressed mainly 
in new rules in the Kazakhstan legislation, on the contrary, the 
exclusion of certain existing rules which don`t correspond to the 
basic principles of international law. The author also marks that 
the subject of regulation in international and national law partially 
overlaps, because the same questions can be regulated by norms and 
international and domestic law, while the methods of regulation ar
e different [2].

The organization and activities of the state to ensure that the ratio 
of national and international law in the Republic of Kazakhstan are 
regulated by the Constitution and current legislation [3], according 
to which it should take place the relationship, tool penetration, 
implementation, adaptation and implementation of international law 
on the sovereign territory of the country [4].

In this multi-functional work the Constitutional Council of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan plays an important role and provides 
linkages with national and international law from the perspective 
of their compliance with the Basic Law of the Republic and the 
procedural conditions established by the Constitutional Law «On 
the Constitutional Council of the Republic of Kazakhstan» dated 
December 29, 1995 [5], the Regulations approved by the decision of 
the Constitutional Council of 19 April 2002 number 1.
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Ensuring the relationship between national and international law by the Constitutional Council

Thus, in accordance with the Constitution and 
the Constitutional Law «On the Constitutional 
Council of the Republic of Kazakhstan» one of its 
main tasks is to review for compliance with the 
Constitution, international treaties of the Republic, 
subject to ratification. It should be noted that the role 
of the Constitutional Council to ensure cooperation 
between the national and international legal systems 
is not limited to the stage of ratification of the 
international legal norms. 

The Constitutional Council, indirectly provides 
the interconnection of national and international 
legal systems by an official interpretation of the 
provisions of the Basic Law; consideration of the 
constitutionality of international treaties.

Significant growing role of constitutional control 
in the political, legal and legislative activities in 
different countries needs being improved more 
between the practice of dispute resolution in 
accordance with national and international law, 
as well as the introduction of new methods and 
technologies.

Analysis of the practice of constitutional justice 
shows that at the moment the relationship of national 
and international law are provided at the constitutional 
level extensively through the use of conventional 
forms of control such as the preliminary and subsequ
ent, as well as by giving an official interpretation of t
he constitutional imperatives.

In the activities of the constitutional review 
checking the constitutionality of acts of international 
law is a common form of security relationship 
between acts of national and international law.

As already noted, in Kazakhstan, the main 
method of constitutional harmonization and 
coordination of national and international law is the 
authority of the Constitutional Council for review 
prior to the ratification of international treaties of the 
Republic for their conformity with the Constitution, 
under subparagraph 3 of paragraph 1 of Article 72 
of the Basic Law, which permits to avoid conflicts 
between national law and international obligations 
of the package.

The legal implications of the Commissioner 
and the Council’s consideration of the subjects of 
the international treaty with the Constitution prior 
to ratification are set out in paragraph 2 of Article 73 
and paragraph 1 of article 74 of the Basic Law of the 
Republic. In the case of appeal to the Constitutional 
Council for the preliminary control stream the period 
of ratification of the relevant acts shall be suspended. 
International treaties, which don`t correspond to the 
Constitution, are not regarded as a subject to ratific
ation.

In this context, the constitutional questions 
may arise and can be related to the constitutional 
procedure and the legislative process. First, at what 
stage of the legislative process of a treaty may be 
subject to review by the Council. Second, the object 
of consideration is the law adopted by the Parliament 
on the ratification of the treaty ratified in either 
position. In the legislative practice of Kazakhstan 
ratification is carried out by successive approval 
of the Mazhilis and the Senate of the Parliament of 
the law on the ratification of or accession to those 
or other international agreements of the Republic. 
However, the ratification process is considered 
complete only after the signing of the Head of State. 
Accordingly, the international agreement may be 
subject to preliminary control in the interval of 
initiate ratification of an international agreement 
and its signing by the President of the Republic. We 
reckons that the law on ratification signed by the 
President cannot be subject to prior consideration b
y the Constitutional Council.

Review for compliance with international 
treaties of the Republic with the Constitution prior 
to their ratification has several advantages. One of 
them is to prevent the undesirable consequences 
that may conflict with the interests of society and its 
citizens, and most importantly, the constitutional pr
inciples and norms [6].

Constitutional recognition of the existing law 
of treaties and other obligations of the Republic 
of Kazakhstan extends the field of activity of the 
Constitutional Council on the implementation of 
controls in relation to such acts. The Constitutional 
Council has the right to review the constitutionality of 
ratified international treaties and other international 
instruments relating to representations of courts in 
order of following control. 

The form of the relationship to ensure national 
and international law can be regarded as an additional 
justification for the norms of international agreements 
of final decisions of the Constitutional Council. So 
when we consider the appeals, which are not a subject 
to international treaties themselves, the Constitutional 
Council often finds a contradiction, on the contrary, 
compliance the contested provisions of national law 
with generally recognized principles and norms of 
international law. It shows that the Constitutional 
Council applies international principles and norms 
as standard in a practice, as well as an additional 
argument in favor of its legal position, produced on 
the basis of the Constitution.

Arguing all these cases it is vital to mark, that 
the Constitutional Council gives its decision some 
extra significance and shows that the norms of 
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international law are an important criterion for the 
constitutional and legal system of the Republic of 
Kazakhstan.

If we interpret the Article 8 of the Constitution, 
we will notice, that the Constitutional Council 
established that the rate of the pointed article of the 
Constitution of the Republic to respect the principles 
and norms of international law is its desire to take 
into account these principles while creating the 
national law. At the same time, the existing law of 
the Republic of Kazakhstan must comply with the 
Constitution, and only international treaties ratified 
by the Republic have priority over the other laws.

In conclusion, the Constitutional Council 
of the Republic of Kazakhstan, ensuring the 
supremacy of the Constitution of the Republic, 
resorts to the implementation of the principles of 
international law and international obligations of 
the Republic for the argumentation and support 
their positions in practice.

The norms of international treaties, which are 
the subject of ratification, and which is the current 
law of the Republic, in the case of treatment of 
authorized entities on their compliance with the 
Constitution, become the objects of constitutional 
proceedings. Detection of contradictions between 
the Constitution and international law does not 
mean automatic exclusion of such a rule from 

the structure of an international legal instrument. 
For the subsequent (further) implementation of 
the national legal system of such an international 
instrument, from our perspectives, it is necessary to 
adhere to the legal mechanism regarded by Vienna 
Convention, namely in case of conflict between the 
two sides of treaties they are able to resolve it by 
conciliation and the adoption of other measures to o
vercome collision.

In general, the activity of the Constitutional 
Council plays a positive role in the formation of 
democratic institutions of society and the rule of 
law, also in the implementation of the constitutional 
principle of respect for the rights and freedoms of 
man and citizen, in achievements of international 
legal standards in this area. Strategy to the 
Constitutional Council may be the orientation of 
the generally recognized principles and norms of 
international law as a concentrated expression of 
the legal achievements of progress in global social 
development.

The implementation of international law 
in constitutional proceedings, also additional 
justification of the outcome of the Constitutional 
Council may be a constitutional technology, 
promoting the application of generally accepted 
principles and norms of international law in the 
Republic of Kazakhstan.
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